
TNS has specialist expertise globally delivering services in 60 markets 

Delivered as a Service

Transports over 34 billion payment transactions 
each year

Investment, growth and strategic 
product development

Our framework for customer success

TNS, a global infrastructure-as-a-service leader, has been 
enabling and powering payment strategies for businesses 
around the globe since 1990. During this time we have built 
a strong heritage and reputation based on innovation, 
resiliency and scalability.

More than just a payments provider

TNS is proud to be a market leader and is trusted by hundreds 
of organizations globally. Our managed solutions help optimize 
your payments and networking infrastructure with a range 
of added benefits:

TNS: Your Trusted 
Partner for Connected 
Commerce

Over recent years, TNS has invested heavily in its Payments Market 
business and is now envied around the world for its diverse, feature rich 
portfolio of payments-related services. This infographic outlines our 
expanded offering and how we can help add value to your business.

Leverages 114 data centers globally

Supports in excess of 1 million terminals and ATMs 
enabled with payment speci�c SIMs globally

TNS’ extensive network is a cornerstone of the global 
payments landscape:
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To �nd out more about how TNS can power your payments and transform 
your business, visit tnsi.com or email solutions@tnsi.com 
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A safe payment environment for 
customers with TNS’ secure and 
reliable PCI DSS certified private 
cloud links - from any technology, 

to any destination. 

Multi-channel touchpoints for 
better consumer payment

experiences. 

Real-time processing, tokenization 
and hosted payment services 
for quick, secure and reliable 
payments –instore and online.
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Provide your customers 
with added security 
reassurances with 
technologies like 
tokenization and 
point-to-point 
encryption

Improve ef�ciency and 
competitive advantage     
by more effectively 
connecting diverse 
branch locations 
with regional and 
head of�ces

Enjoy ef�cient network 
utilization which 
includes other critical 
communications like 
CCTV and inventory 
control, alleviate 
network congestion and 
expand your offer to 
include services like 
guest Wi-Fi

More than 109,000 physical customer connections, 
enabling a further 734,000 connections within our 
community of interest

Ultra-resilient, fully meshed and diverse global network 
with no single point of failure

Highly skilled, dedicated TNS professionals provide a 
fully managed service


